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ON NORI’S OBSTRUCTION TO UNIVERSAL
BUNDLES.
EMRE COSKUN, AJNEET DHILLON AND NICOLE LEMIRE
Abstract. Let G be SLn, Sp2n or SO2n. We consider the moduli
space M of semistable principal G-bundles over a curve X . Our
main result is that if U is a Zariski open subset of M then there is
no universal bundle on U ×X .
1. Introduction
We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let
X be a smooth projective curve over k. If G is a semisimple algebraic
group, a moduli space of semistable G-bundles over X is constructed
in various works, for example [Ram96a], [Ram96b] and [Sch02]. We
outline the construction below in section 2. The construction of the
moduli space depends upon fixing a faithful representation ρ : G →
SLn. We will denote the obtained moduli space by M(ρ,G).
The main result of this paper is that a universal bundle cannot exist
over the generic point of M(ρ,G)0 when G is a classical group, not of
adjoint type, with its standard representation. (Here M(ρ,G)0 denotes
the connected component containing the trivial bundle. It is an irre-
ducible algebraic variety.) When G is of adjoint type it is known that
a universal bundle does indeed exist. Our result is closely related to
the work of Balaji, Biswas, Nagaraj and Newstead in [BBNN06]. They
show that for a connected semisimple algebraic group, a universal bun-
dle exists over M ′ if and only if H is of adjoint type. Here M ′ is the
open subset parameterising bundles with automorphism group the cen-
tre of H . Using [Mil80, IV Corollary 2.6] one sees that our results are
a proper subset of those in [BBNN06]. The real interest in the results
of this paper comes from the methods. The proof of the theorem in
[BBNN06] requires a detour in the world of topology while our proof
is entirely in the realm of algebra. The reason we are stuck with char-
acteristic zero arises from the fact that we are applying Luna’s slice
theorem.
The method of proof that we use originates from some ideas of M.
Nori. The kernel of our argument can be found in [Ses82, Part 6].
After completing our work we learned that N. Hoffman had announced
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different proofs valid for all reductive groups with non-trivial centres.
This work is in the process of being written.
Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank V. Balaji and
C. Seshadri for pointing out the existence of [Ses82].
2. Construction of M(ρ,G)
We will follow the construction in [Sch02], however we do not need all
the subtleties of the construction that come from wanting to compactify
a moduli space. For the convenience of the reader, we outline the
construction of an open subset of the moduli space in [Sch02] that we
will denote by M(ρ,G).
2.1. Reductions of structure group. Recall that we have fixed a
faithful representation ρ : G → SLn. If E is a rank n vector bundle
then the associated GLn-principal bundle is the scheme of isomorphisms
Isom(OnX , E).
We are interested in reductions of structure group of this principal
bundle to G. This is nothing but a section of the fibration
Isom(OnX , E)/G→ X.
There is an inclusion
Isom(OnX , E)/G ⊆ Hom(OnX , E)/G = Spec(Sym∗(OnX ⊗ E∨)G).
Hence a reduction of structure group is just an algebra homomorphism
τ : Sym∗(OnX ⊗ E∨)G → OX
such that the induced section of
Hom(OnX , E)/G→ X
has image inside of the isomorphism locus.
2.2. Semistability. We recall the notions of stability and semistabil-
ity using [GLSS08] as our reference. Let γ : Gm → G be a one param-
eter subgroup of G. Together with the representation ρ : G→ SL(W )
it defines a weight space decomposition
W = ⊕n∈ZWn.
We may order the weights n1 < n2 < · · · < nk. There is an induced
flag
F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Fk = W
where
Fi = ⊕j<iWnj .
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The parabolic subgroup of G preserving this flag will be denoted by
Q(γ). We also set αi =
ni+1−ni
dimW
.
Let P → X be a principal G-bundle with associated vector bundle
ρ∗(P ). A reduction of structure group τ of P to Q(γ) yields a filtration
0 ⊆ A1 ⊂ A2 · · · ⊂ Ak = ρ∗(P ),
which we denote by P (τ, γ)•. Finally set
L(P, τ, γ) =
∑
αi(rkAi deg(A)− rkA deg(Ai)).
Definition 2.1. We say that P is semistable if L(P, τ, γ) ≥ 0 for every
one parameter subgroup γ and reduction of structure group τ .
Note that since we are over a curve this definition is equivalent to
the definition given in [Sch02]. Further, since the αi are positive, the
trivial principal bundle is semistable.
Given a positive rational number, δ, there is a related notion of δ-
semistability that we do not recall here as we do not need it. However,
let us note the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Fix a Hilbert polynomial F . There is a positive rational
number δ0 such that for every δ > δ0 and every principal bundle P with
ρ∗(P ) having Hilbert polynomial F , the following are equivalent:
(1) P is semistable.
(2) P is δ-semistable
Proof. See [GLSS08, Theorem 5.4.1]. 
In [Sch02] and [GLSS08], moduli spaces for δ-semistable bundles are
constructed which depend upon an extra parameter. We will always
assume that the parameter is chosen so the above theorem applies.
2.3. The Parameter Space. The first step towards constructing a
moduli space for semistable bundles is to construct a parameter space
for them. Consider the family B of vector bundles of rank n and trivial
determinant that admit a reduction of structure group to a semistable
G-bundle. It is shown that B is bounded in [Sch02, Remark 3.7].
Using boundedness, we can find an integer N so that for all m ≥ N
and every F ∈ B we have
• Hi(X,F(m)) = 0 for i > 0
• F(m) is generated by global sections.
Set W = H0(X,F(N)) for some chosen F ∈ B. We have a quot
scheme Q of quotients of OX(−N)⊗W of degree 0 and rank n = dim ρ.
We have on Q×X a universal quotient
W ⊗ π∗OX(−N)→ Funiv,
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where π is the projection Q×X → X . There is an open subset U ⊂ Q
parameterising locally free quotients. In [Sch02, page 1197-1198], a
scheme N′ and a map
N
′ → U
is constructed. The fibre of the scheme N′ over the quotient
W ⊗OX(−N)→ F
parameterises the collection of algebra homomorphisms
τ : Sym∗(OnX ⊗ F∨)G → OX .
The object of interest in [Sch02] is
N
′/GL(W ).
There is an open subscheme N parameterising those algebra homomor-
phisms
τ : Sym∗(OnX ⊗ F∨)G → OX .
that come from reductions of structure group. We are interested in the
quotient
M(ρ,G) = N/GL(W ).
3. A Little Deformation Theory
3.1. Deformations of Principal Bundles. We begin by recalling
some facts from the deformation theory of principal bundles. Proofs
can be found in [Ill71], [Ill72a] and [Ill72b]. We do not need the full force
of the results in the cited references as the group scheme G×X → X
is smooth.
For a G-bundle P → X we denote by ad(P ) the adjoint bundle which
is defined by
ad(P ) = P ×G,ad Lie(G).
Consider an extension of local Artinian k-algebras
0→ I → A′ → A→ 0
with I2 = 0.
Theorem 3.1. Let PA be a G-bundle on XA. Then this bundle extends
to XA′. The collection of all such lifts is a torsor under
H1(XA, ad(PA)⊗ I).
Proof. See [Ill72b, Theorem 2.6] and [Ill72b, Remark 2.6.1]. Note that
H2 vanishes as we are on a curve. 
Next we need some facts about flat deformations of coherent sheaves.
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Theorem 3.2. Fix a sheaf E on X and consider a flat family of co-
herent sheaves FA on XA that fit into an exact sequence
0→ KA → E ⊗k A→ FA → 0
Denote by F and K the restriction to the closed point of A. If
Ext1(K,F) = 0
then we may extend the exact sequence to XA′ so that FA extends to a
flat family. Furthermore, the collection of all lifts is a torsor under
Hom(KA,FA ⊗ I).
Proof. See [Ser86]. 
3.2. The Smoothness of N.
Proposition 3.3. Let p be a point of N then N is smooth at p.
Proof. Let p correspond to the pair (q : OX(−N)⊗W → F , σ). Let n
be the rank of F and let P be the bundle corresponding to σ. So P is
defined by a cartesian diagram
Isom(OnX ,F) // Isom(OnX ,F)/G
P
OO
// X
σ
OO
Consider an extension of local Artinian k-algebras
0→ I → A′ → A→ 0
with I2 = 0 and extensions qA,FA, PA, σA of the above data to XA.
We need to extend qA and PA to XA′ in a compatible way. Note that
Ext1(K,F) = 0 since
Ext1(OX(−N)⊗W,F)→ Ext1(K,F)→ Ext2(F ,F)
is exact, Ext1(OX(−N) ⊗ W,F) ∼= H1(X,F(N)) ⊗ W∨ = 0 by the
choice of the quot scheme in 2.3 and Ext2(F ,F) = 0 since X is a
curve. Then, by the last proposition, FA extends to a flat family. Let
S be the set of extensions of FA to XA′ and T the set of extensions of
PA to XA′ . We have a map given by extension of structure group
ψ : T → S.
We need to choose qA′ and PA′ so that ψ(PA′) = FA′. The set S is a
torsor under H1(XA, ad(F)⊗ I) = Ext1(FA,FA⊗ I). By the choice of
N in 2.3, we see that Ext1(OX(−N) ⊗W,FA ⊗ I) ∼= H1(X,FA(N) ⊗
I)⊗W∨ = 0 so that there is a surjection
e : Hom(KA,FA ⊗ I)→ Ext1(FA,FA ⊗ I)
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arising from the exact sequence
0→ KA → OXA(−N)⊗W → FA → 0.
Furthermore, Hom(KA,FA⊗ I) classifies extensions of qA to XA′. One
checks if we have two extensions q1 and q2 then the classes in S of F1
and F2 satisfy
e(q2 − q1) + F1 = F2 in S,
where + sign denotes the torsor action described in 3.1. We have
H1(XA, ad(PA)⊗ I) ⊆ H1(XA, ad(FA)⊗ I) = Ext1(FA,FA ⊗ I).
Choose a lift (qA′ ,FA′) of (qA,FA) and a lift PA′ of PA. We can hence
find an element x of Hom(KA,FA ⊗ I) so that
e(x) + FA′ = ψ(PA′).

3.3. The Slice Theorem. Consider a quotient of the form
0→ K → OX(−N)⊗W → OnX → 0
and the canonical section σ : X → X×GLn/G. This pair gives a point
0 of N which corresponds to the trivial G bundle G×X → X and we
wish to apply Luna’s e´tale slice theorem to the action of GL(W ) on N
near 0.
Firstly notice that the surjection identifies
W ∼= H0(X,OnX(N)).
This in turn gives a direct sum decomposition to W which allows us to
identify GLn with a subgroup of GL(W ).
The discussion of the preceeding subsection allows us to identify the
Zariski tangent space of N at 0 with the following fibred product in the
category of vector spaces
T0(N) //

H1(X,Lie(G)⊗OX)

Hom(K,OnX) // H1(X,Lie(GLn)⊗OX).
Note here that
H1(X, ad(G×X)) = H1(Lie(G)⊗OX) ∼= Lie(G)g.
Using relevant cohomology sequences, we see that the vertical arrows
are injective and the horizontal ones surjective. Note also that
Hom(OX(−N)⊗W,OnX) ∼= W∨ ⊗W ∼= Lie(GL(W ))
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The differential of the orbit map at 0 gives a morphism
dorb0 : Lie(GL(W ))→ T0(N).
Composing this with the inclusion into Hom(K,OnX) and recalling the
definition of W , we may identify it with the natural map
Hom(OX(−N)⊗W,OnX)→ Hom(K,OnX).
Putting this all together we have
Proposition 3.4. Let 0 be a point of N corresponding to the trivial
G-bundle.
(1) The stabiliser of 0 inside GL(W ) is G.
(2) The normal space to orb(0) can be identified with
H1(X, ad(G×X)) = Lie(G)× . . .× Lie(G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
g times
.
(3) The natural action of the stabiliser on the normal bundle can
be identified with the adjoint action.
Proof. The first two statements are straightforward.
It suffices to prove (3) in the case where G = GLn, that is the full
quot scheme. To see it in this case, let us first spell out the correspon-
dence between Hom(K,OnX) and lifts of the extension
0→ K → OX(−N)⊗W → OnX → 0
to the ring of dual numbers. To give a lift of the extension is the same
as giving a subsheaf
K˜ ⊆ OX′(−N)⊗W,
lifting the subsheaf K. One defines the subsheaf corresponding to a
homomorphism
φ : K → OnX
by
K˜ = {x+ ǫy | φ(x) = y¯}
where y¯ is the image inside OnX . A group element g ∈ GLn produces a
diagram
0 // K //
g

OX(−N) ⊗W //
g

OnX //
g

0
0 // K // OX(−N) ⊗W // OnX // 0,
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by our identification of GLn with a subgroup of GL(W ) and the five
lemma. Tracing through the identifications above we find that the
action on Hom(K,OnX) is given by
φ 7→ g ◦ φ ◦ g−1.
This induces the adjoint action on the quotient
Hom(K,OnX)→ H1(X,Lie(GLn)⊗OX)→ 0.

Notation 3.5. We write
Z(Lie(G), g) = Lie(G)× . . .× Lie(G).
Frequently we will abuse notation and just write Z or Z(Lie(G)) when
it is clear from the context what is meant.
Corollary 3.6. The completion of the local ring of M(ρ,G) at the
trivial bundle is isomorphic to ÔZ/G,0.
Proof. This is just an application of the slice theorem, see [Dre´04]. 
4. Geometric Quotients and Azumaya Algebras
We let Λ = k < x1, . . . , xg > be a polynomial ring in g noncommut-
ing variables. If R is a k-algebra then an R-point of Z(Lie(GLn)) is
equivalent to giving a R ⊗ Λ-module structure on Rn.
Fix a vector space V with a nondegenerate bilinear form B that
is either symmetric or alternating. The form B determines an anti-
automorphism r of Endk(V ) determined by
B(v, f(w)) = B(rf(v), w)
for all f ∈ Endk(V ) and v, w ∈ V . We denote the corresponding group
of automorphisms of V preserving the form by G. To give an R-point
of Z(Lie(G)) is the same as giving a R⊗Λ-module structure on R⊗V
such that if we view xi ∈ EndR(R⊗ V ) we have r(xi) = −xi.
4.1. Stability. In this subsection we will give a description of the sta-
ble locus of Z(Lie(G)) for the adjoint action of G in terms of the functor
of points description above. We denote the stable locus by Z(Lie(G))s.
Fix a representation V of G and v ∈ V and a one parameter subgroup
λ : Gm → G. We can decompose v =
∑
i vni where vni 6= 0 has weight
ni. One defines
µ(v, λ) = −min{ni}.
Proposition 4.1. We have x ∈ Z(Lie(GLn))s if and only if the corre-
sponding Λ-module is simple.
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Proof. Suppose that x = (x1, x2, . . . , xg) is not stable. Then there a
1-parameter subgroup λ : Gm → GLn with µ(x, λ) ≤ 0, see [MFK94,
page 49]. We may assume that λ is diagonal or even
λ(t) =


tr1
tr2
. . .
trn


with r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . . ≥ rn. Then the fact µ(x, λ) ≤ 0 translates into the
fact that each of the matrices xi are of the form

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 ∗


where the size of the blocks ∗ is determined by the nonzero integers in
the list ri−rj with i > j. At any rate, one sees that V has a submodule.
When V is not simple, then V has a submodule W . The subgroup
of GLn preserving the flag W ⊆ V is a parabolic subgroup. One easily
reverses the above argument to construct a one parameter subgroup
with non-positive µ. 
We will call a subspace U of a vector space V equipped with a non-
degenerate symmetric or alternating quadratic form B totally isotropic
with respect to B if the restriction of B to U is zero.
Proposition 4.2. We fix a nondegenerate symmetric or alternating
bilinear form B on V and let G be the corresponding automorphism
group preserving the form. A point x ∈ Z(Lie(G)) is in the stable locus
if and only if the corresponding R⊗ Λ-module structure on R⊗ V has
no nontrivial submodules that are totally isotropic with respect to B.
Proof. One uses the proof of the previous proposition and keeps track
of what it means for the one parameter subgroup to be inside G. We
give more details for the case of Sp2n and leave the case of SO2n to the
reader.
Given a one parameter subgroup
λ(t) =


tr1
tr2
. . .
tr2n


with image inside Sp2n (using the standard symplectic form) by swap-
ping basis vectors we may arrange weights so that r1 > r2 > . . . > rn
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and ri = −ri+n. Suppose that we have a point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xg) ∈
Z(Lie(Sp2n)) such that µ(x, λ) ≤ 0. Then if we write xi as n×n blocks,
that is
xi =
(
Ai Bi
Ci Di
)
we must have Ci = 0. Hence there is an totally isotropic submodule.
The argument is easily reversed using the analogue of Witt’s extension
theorem for alternating bilinear forms [Jac85, p. 391]. More explic-
itly, we use the fact that one can extend an totally isotropic subspace
to a maximal totally isotropic subspace and all such maximal totally
isotropic subspaces are the same up to automorphism. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that G = GLn, Sp2n or SO2n. We have a
Gad-principal bundle
Z(Lie(G))s → Z(Lie(G))s/Gad.
Proof. We need to show that the orbit map
Ψ : Z(Lie(G))s ×G→ Z(Lie(G))s × Z(Lie(G))s
is a closed immersion. The action on the stable locus is proper by
[MFK94, page 55, Corollary 2.5]. We need to show that points have
trivial stabilisers. For GLn this follows from 4.1 . Suppose that α ∈ G
fixes a point x. This amounts to the fact that α induces a Λ-module
automorphism of V .
Let λ 6= 0 be an eigenvalue of α and consider the λ-eigenspace of
α, K = Eλ(α). As α preserves the form B we have that K is totally
isotropic. Explicitly if v, w ∈ K then
B(v, w) = B(α(v), α(w))
= λ2B(v, w).
So B(v, w) = 0 and K is totally isotropic. Hence K = V . 
4.2. Nori’s Obstruction to Universal Bundles.
Proposition 4.4. There exists a split Azumaya algebra with an action
of PGLn on Z(Lie(GLn)).
Proof. First let us write down the action of PGLn on the functor of
points of Z(Lie(GLn)). Recall that an R-point of Z(Lie(GLn)) is the
same thing as a R ⊗ Λ-module structure on Rn. An R-point of GLn
acts on Rn giving a different module structure and hence a different
map to Z(Lie(GLn)). The centre acts trivially hence we really have a
PGLn action. This action lifts in a natural way to the Azumaya algebra
EndR(R
n). 
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Corollary 4.5. Let U ⊆ Z(Lie(G)) be a Gad-stable open subset on
which Gad acts freely. Then there exists an Azumaya algebra on U/G.
Proof. This follows by restricting the algebra in the proposition to U .

We will denote the Azumaya algebra constructed above by the sym-
bol A(ρ, U). We will often abuse notation and just write A.
We denote the completion of the local ring at 0 of Z(Lie(G))/G
by ÔZ/G,0 and its function field by kˆZ/G,0. We define OsZ/G,0 by the
Cartesian square
Spec(OsZ/G,0) //

Zs/G

Spec(OZ/G,0) // Z/G.
The ring ÔsZ/G,0 is defined by a similar Cartesian square.
The class of A in Br(ÔsZ/G,0) is called Nori’s obstruction.
The key result is:
Theorem 4.6. Denote by M(ρ,G)0 the connected component of the
moduli space containing the trivial bundle. If a universal bundle ex-
ists on some open subset of M(ρ,G)0 then the Brauer class of A in
Br(kˆZ/G,0) vanishes.
Proof. Using [Dre´04, Lemma 5.1] and 3.4, there is an open neighbour-
hood V of the trivial bundle in N and a G invariant morphism
φ : V → T0(N),
where 0 is the trivial bundle. By [Sch02, Proposition 5.1], a universal
bundle produces a rational section
σ : M(ρ,G)0 99K N.
Composing φ ◦ σ with the projection to the normal space to the orbit
T0(N)→ Norb(0)
and recalling that the slice theorem tells us that
ÔM,0 ∼= ÔZ/G,0
we see that the map
Zs → Zs/Gad
has a section over kˆZ/G,0. Hence our algebra is split. 
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5. Some Remarks on Generic Quaternion Algebras
We will recall here some facts on the generic quaternion algebra
over the field k(x, y) that will be needed below. A detailed exposition
can be found in [Dra83, Sections 10 and 11]. The generic quaternion
algebra, denoted Bk(x,y), is the algebra generated by the symbols a and
b subject to the relations a2 = x, b2 = y and ab = −ba. It is split by
the quadratic extension k(
√
x, y).
Proposition 5.1. (1) One can realise Bk(x,y) as the subalgebra of
M2(k(
√
x, y)) generated by the matrices( √
x 0
0 −√x
)
and
(
0 1
y 0
)
(2) Let σ be the generator of Gal(k(
√
x, y)/k(x, y)). Extend the
action of Gal(k(
√
x, y)/k(x, y)) to M2(k(
√
x, y)) by defining(
α β
γ δ
)σ
=
(
δσ γ
σ
y
βσy ασ
)
.
Then Bk(x,y) is the subalgebra fixed by Gal(k(
√
x, y)/k(x, y)).
Proof. The first part is carried out in [Dra83, section 10] and the second
part follows from the calculations in [Dra83, pages 77–78] by some
linear algebra. 
6. The Case of Sp2n
Consider the field Lˆ = k((x, y)) and the generic quaternion algebra
B ⊗ Lˆ = Bˆ over Lˆ. It is split by the field extension Kˆ = k((√x, y)).
We will construct an Lˆ-point of Spec(ÔsZ/G,0) that pulls back Nori’s
obstruction to Bˆ ⊗Mn(Lˆ). (Recall the definition of Spec(ÔsZ/G,0) from
§4.2.) By [Mil80, IV Corollary 2.6] and 4.6, this will show that no
universal bundle exists on the moduli space for G = Sp2n.
6.1. Construction of the Lˆ-point. Let R = k[
√
x, y] and set
A =
( √
xD 0
0 −√xD
)
C =
(
0 In
yIn 0
)
.
where D = diag(1, 2, . . . , n). We consider R2n with the symplectic form
B determined by the matrix [
0 −In
In 0
]
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and consider A,C ∈ EndR(R2n). There is an anti-involution r of
M2n(R) determined by taking adjoints that is
B(r(f)(v), w) = B(v, f(w)).
One easily checks that r(A) = −A and r(C) = −C.
Let V be a vector space of dimension 2n over k with the standard
symplectic form B. Recall that the symplectic group Sp2n is defined
as {g ∈ GL(V )|B(v, w) = B(gv, gw) for all v, w ∈ V }. The centre of
Sp2n is {±I2n}. Taking the quotient gives us the projective symplectic
group PSp2n. We also have the group of symplectic similitudes GSp2n
defined as {g ∈ GL(V )|B(v, w) = λB(gv, gw) for all v, w ∈ V, λ ∈ k∗}.
The scalar matrices form a subgroup of GSp2n and the quotient is
isomorphic to PSp2n.
Consider the R⊗ Λ-module structure on R2n where the action of xi
is defined by
xi =
{
A i = 1
yC i ≥ 2. ,
Note that xi ∈ Lie(Sp2n). In view of the discussion at the start of
section 4, this yields an R-point
φ : Spec(R)→ Z(Lie(Sp2n)).
There is an associated K = k(
√
x, y)-point
φ0 : Spec(K)→ Z(Lie(Sp2n)).
There is an action of Z/2Z on R sending
√
x to −√x and fixing y.
Viewing PSp2n as a quotient of GSp2n we define an inclusion
Z/2Z →֒ PSp2n
with image C. Let Ry be the localisation of R obtained by inverting y.
We have an Ry point of Z(Lie(Sp2n)) denoted by φywhich is obtained
from φ. With this definition φy is equivariant for the Z/2Z-action as
CAC−1 = −A
and C acts trivially by conjugation on the other xi defined above.
Setting S = k[x, y]y, we obtain a map
φ¯y : Spec(S)→ Z(Lie(Sp2n))/ Sp2n
by passing to quotients.
Proposition 6.1. (1) The map φ¯y induces a morphism
φ¯0 : Spec(k(x, y))→ Z(Lie(Sp2n))s/PSp2n.
(2) Abusing notation slightly, we have φ¯0
∗
(A) = Bk(x,y)⊗Mn(k(x, y)).
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Proof. (1) Set K = k(
√
x, y). We need to show that the K⊗Λ-module
structure defined above on K2n has no totally isotropic submodules.
Suppose that there exists an totally isotropic submodule V . Then V
must contain an A eigenvector v as the endomorphism A is semisimple
with distinct eigenvalues. But then one can show that B(v, C(v)) 6= 0,
so that the K ⊗ Λ submodule generated by v is not totally isotropic.
(2) In 5.1 part 2, the generic quaternion algebra was constructed as
a geometric quotient of the matrix algebra M2(K) with a prescribed
Z/2Z-action.
There is a Z/2Z-action on M2(K)⊗Mn(K) where Z/2Z acts on the
second factor via its Galois action on K. Note that
C
(
X Y
W Z
)
C−1 =
(
Z y−1W
yY X
)
The discussion above shows that this is the pullback of an action of
Z/2Z on Z(Lie(Sp2n)) via φ0. The result follows via taking quotients.

Corollary 6.2. There exists a map
φˆ : Spec(k((x, y)))→ Spec(ÔsZ/G,0).
such that φˆ∗A = Bk(x,y) ⊗Mn(k(x, y)).
Proof. The map φ sends 0 to 0 hence there is a map on completions of
local rings. Therefore we obtain a map
φc : Spec(k((
√
x, y)))→ ÔZ,0.
In view of the above proposition it suffices to show that it descends to
a morphism
Spec(k((x, y)))→ ÔZ/G,0.
The fact that φ sends 0 to 0 gives a commutative diagram of local rings
and local homomorphisms
k((
√
x, y)) OZ,0oo
k((x, y))
OO
OZ/G,0
OO
oo
with φc induced by completion from the top line. The image of the
maximal ideal of OZ/G,0 must be contained in the OZ/G,0 submodule
of k((x, y)) generated by (x, y). But the field k((x, y)) is complete with
respect to the induced topology and hence we obtain our map. 
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Corollary 6.3. There is no universal bundle over the generic point of
M(ρ, Sp2n).
Proof. The algebra B is not split by [Dra83, Corollary 4, page 82].
It follows the algebra A is not split over ÔsZ/G,0. The ring ÔsZ/G,0 is
regular as the map
Zs → Zs/PSp2n
is a principal bundle and hence Zs/PSp2n is smooth. By [Mil80, IV
Corollary 2.6], the algebra does not split over the generic point of
ÔsZ/G,0. The required result follows from 4.6. 
7. The Case of SO2n
Set R = k[
√
x, y]. We consider on R2n the symmetric form given by
the matrix (
0 In
In 0
)
.
We set SO2n to be the orthogonal group preserving the associated sym-
metric form B. We define an R ⊗ Λ-module structure on R2n where
the action is given by the following matrices :
x1 =
( √
xD 0
0 −√xD
)
and for i > 1
xi =
( √
xA yZ
y2Z −√xA
)
.
In the above D = diag(1, 2, . . . , n), A = (aij), and Z = (zij) are given
by
aij =
{
1 if i = 1 or j = 1
0 otherwise
zij =


−1 if j = 1, i 6= 1
1 if i = 1, j 6= 1
0 otherwise.
Note that xi ∈ Lie(SO2n). This gives an R-point φ : Spec(R) →
Z(Lie(SO2n)) as described at the start of section 4. The definition
seems a little arbitrary but it is this way to ensure that it is easy to
show that our point hits the stable locus of Z(Lie(SO2n)).
Denote by PSO2n the group SO2n/Z(SO2n), that is the adjoint form
of SO2n. We denote by GSO2n the group of linear transformations that
preserve the standard bilinear form up to a scalar. Finally we define
PGSO2n to be
GSO2n/Z(GSO2n).
There is a natural identification PSO2n ∼= PGSO2n coming from the
fact that scalar matrices are central.
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This identification gives a map
ψ : Z/2Z→ PSO2n
with image (
0 In
yIn 0
)
defn
= C
Its scheme theoretic image is a closed subgroup H < PSO2n defined
over k(y).
Denote by σ the automorphism of R fixing y and sending
√
x to
−√x. Note that
CxiC
−1 = xσi .
Hence if we set Ry = k[
√
x, y]y we obtain an induced Ry point that
induces a map
Spec(k[x, y]y)→ Z(Lie(SO2n))/ SO2n.
Proposition 7.1. (1) There is an induced morphism
φ¯0 : Spec(k(x, y))→ Z(Lie(SO2n))s/PSO2n.
(2) φ¯∗0A = Bk(x,y) ⊗Mn(k(x, y)).
Proof. (1) We need to show that our map φ sends the generic point
to the stable locus. By 4.2 this amounts to showing that there are no
totally isotropic submodule. Suppose that we have an totally isotropic
submodule V ⊆ k(x, y)2n. As x1 is semisimple with distinct eigenval-
ues, V must contain an x1 eigenvector. We may as well assume that is
ei ∈ k(x, y)2n where [ei]j = δij . But then B(x2(ei), x2(ei)) 6= 0 so that
the K ⊗ Λ module generated by ei is not totally isotropic.
(2) This is similar to the analogous result for the symplectic group.
The algebra A is a quotient of the trivial Azumaya algebra of rank 4n2
over Z where SO2n acts on this algebra by conjugation. Pulling this
action back via ψ and φ one obtains the action described in 5.1. 
Corollary 7.2. There exists a map
φˆ : Spec(k((x, y)))→ Spec(ÔsZ/G,0).
such that φˆ∗A = Bk(x,y) ⊗Mn(k(x, y)).
Proof. As for the case of the symplectic group. 
Corollary 7.3. There is no universal bundle on the generic point of
M(ρ, SO2n)
0.
Proof. This follows from the above discussion and 4.6. 
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